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This thesis Is a brief study on the theory of uniform
convergence* It contains material which ultimately leads to
the analysis of a series of variable terms*
Chapter 1 contains basic information relative to uniform
convergence needed in the remainder of the thesis* This infor*
mation includes definitions and examples on uniform convergence*
Chapter II contains the analysis of a series of variable
terms* The discussion of this series is the main objective of
this thesis*
The Information included in Chapter III gives a brief
summary of the thesis* and it discusses the series considered
in Chapter II* Furthermore* it discusses the series* connection
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(quod erat demonstrandum-"whlch was to bo proved")
"sigma," summation
CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARY REMARKS ABOUT UNIFORM CONVERGENCE
Uniform convergence of sequences#
Si(x), S2{x),***,Sn(x),,.«
be a sequence of functions defined on a set A» Each term of
the sequence Is a function of x and we denote It by Sq(x)*
Thus Si|(x) will' Converge on A If for every x ^A the sequence of
constants {Sq(x)J converges* So then we assume Sq(x) converges
on A and define
S(x)= 11m Sn{x)*
n—M-oo
Then the rapidity with which Sq(x) approaches S(x) can be
expected to depend on the value of x«^
definition*oA sequence of ftmetlons {Sq(x^ * defined on
a set A* converges uniformly on A to a function S(x) defined
on A* this being written
Sq(x)^S(x),
If and only If corresponding to & > 0 there exists a number
N a N(€:)* dependent on & alone and not on the point x, such
that n > N Implies
|Sn(x)— S(x)|< 6:
for all X ^ A*




We want to show thatExamples Suppose £b(x) » — ■ — ■ •
X + n
^(x) converges uniformly on the Interval. [o« 1^ • So then
for €;> 0» we want to show there exists a number N » H(6.), such
that
|Sq(x) i-.S(x)|^€r
for all n > N and x ^ [p» b] • Observe that the
lim Sja(x) - 11m % m o,
n-»+oo n-^+o^x + n
Then we want
X n
<6 for all X f b3 for n > M.
This implies that for n > H |x| ^ jx + n[—^1^|. ^ |x + njp-^
|x + n|> > n > .JL- (1—t). If X » b, then n> Jl (1- ^)*' c c fc
-2—for all n > H and x (-[p, .Take NCfe)— -±-(l* 0, and€
Q»E»D«
Megatlon of uniform convergence,-A sequence of functions
^Sq(x)] , defined on a set k, fails to converge uniformly on
A to a function S(x) defined on A If and only If there exists
a positive number 6. having the property that for emy number N
there exist a positive Integer n > H and a point x 6 A such that
|^(x) -S(x)|:^ 6 •
Examples Show that ^(x) * S does not converge uni*
X + n
formly on [O, + oo) .
Solution: Suppose we take If N is an arbitrary
number^ let us choose any n > and hold this n fixed* Next
3
we pick X > n» Then for this pair z and n.
SjiCx) -S(x)| >
X + n X + X
Since 1 this proves that x^
2 X + n
2x 2
does not converge
uniformly on (bi+o») • Q*E*D,
Uniform convergence of series.
Let tJi(x) + UgCx) + ••• + Ua(x) + .«•
be a series of functions defined on a set JL, and let
Sn{x)= Ui(x) *■ U2(x) + ••• + Uq(x)*
We say that this .series of functions converges on L in ease
the sequence |Sj|(x)| converges on A* The series
%(x) + U2(x) + ••* Un(x) +
converges unifozmly on A if* and only if the sequence jS^Cx}^
converges uniforxoly on A*^ oer
Definition*-The series Sr,(x) is tiniformly convergentn^
to S(x) for a set A of values of x if for each 6 > 0* an integer
W can be found such that
|Sn(x) —S(x)|.4 €: for n ^ H and all x (-A*^
M, H, Olmsted, Real Variables, New York, 5-959] »
P. 273.
^W. Kaplan, Advanced Calculus* Massachusetts, ji952] ,
P. 339.
k
Thus we see that the uniform convergence of the series
is equivalent to uniform convergence of Its sequence of partial
s\ims Sn(x).
At this point, we will demonstrate the definition stated
above with the use of two complex seriesy z° when jz] ^ 1 and
nSo
when {zl > 1,
*
This can he done since the Interchange of Interval for region
In dealing with complex numbers does not destroy the essence
of the definition*^
These two series will be used later In this study to show
that a series of variable terras converges to a function of z
when |z|< 1 and also when |z| > 1* oo
Example 1* Show that the serles^^z^ converges unlforaily
n*0
when |z| for /’-d, 1*
n




; Moreover, 11m Sn(z) * S(z) when [z| Z. 1, Therefore,1-z n->>+«o “ ‘ '
llm 3I-,
1-z ” 1 - z
1 when \z\ ^ 1. By the definition
1- z
of uniform convergence, for ^>0, there must exist a positive
Knopp, Theory and Application of Infinite Series,
Hew York, |l92^, p. 42ti* “
5
Integer N s H(&) such that |Sn(z)-» S(z}i< ^ whan n> N and all
z such that | z(.
Observe |Sq(z)->S(z} » . „Jr—, .' ' 1-z








■ .| 4. E for all
1-z
I, then>N and all z such that |zj^ • Therefore, t /_J5“ con-
verges uniformly in |z| • Q3.D.
oo
Example 2« Show that the / ^ converges uniformly in
z|^ for/^ arbitrary and /^> 1,
Consider Sq(z) ^ 1^ SS 1 + ♦ i_ + ... + 1 z
z* z-1
for all z such that
z-1
• Thus lim z z-1 ,
zli 2.1 J^n
Izl > 1 .
We want to show for 6; > 0, there exists a positive integer
N « H(e) such that for n> N jSjj(z) —S (z)]-^ €» ^
z-1Observe z ^ z-1 z
z-1 z“ z-1 S^., If |z| -A
z—1 ^ € for all n> N and allthen take lf(6)=6/0^ . Now
z such that {z|^/^ , Hence the / converges uniformly
in jz|j^/^ . Q.E.D.
CHAPTER II
SERIES OP VARIABLE TERMS
This chapter will deal with a series consisting of Tarlable
terms* Thus the value of the series depends on the choice of
a definite quantity or variable. Ve shall consider a series
whose terms depend on the variable z, that Is, a series of the
form fj^(z)« This series defines for certain values of z a
function f. In peui'tlcular we consider the series
OO
Tl.» I 12l_I VTe shall show that It Is equal to
1
_ when |z| ^ 1« an^^ ■* “ ♦•a 1 uVi^n i«ri^ i




is the sum of the first n terms. So then
















(l-z) j (1+z) (l+z)(l+Z+Z )
(1+Z+Z )(1+Z+Z"+Z^) (1+Z+Z^+Z^)tl+Z+Z^+Z^+Z^i
+ +
Now It follows from algebra using the theorm on partial
fractions, that the fraction 5 s —-— + -1?—t Jl.
(l+z)^+z+z ) i+z 1+z+z*
z s A(l+z+z ) +(Bz +• C) (1 + z)
* A + Az ■*► Az^ Bz + Bz^ + Cz ♦ C
(A + B)z‘^ + (A ♦ B C)z ♦ A. C .
Hence
8
Equating coefficients» we have-
A + B * 0^
A + B + C * 1,
A + 0 * 0.
Hence C » k » -1, and B » 1* Therefore»
g
- s - -3. + .....zja
l+z 1+z+z^
Consider how the fraction
9 2
tr Az B 4. Cz -t-Dz-KE ^
(1+z+z^)(l+z+z^+z^l 1+z+z^ 1+z+z^+z^
Hence
z2 * (Az-^B) (1+z-1^2+23) + (Cz2+Dz+E) (l+z+z^)
» Az^+(A+B)z^-i^CA-i®)z^+Ca+B)z+B+Cz-^+CG+D)z3+
(C+D+E) z2*«»(D+E ) z+E
* (A4C)z^+{A+B+a+D)z^+{A+B+C+D+E)z2+(A+B+IHE)z+(B+E),
Equating coefficients, we have
A ♦ C * 0,
A-«rB4>0+Da0,
A + B + D + E * 0,
A B + C + D + E « 1,
B B » 0#
Hence A » -I, B * -1, C » 1, D » 1, and E * 1* Therefore,
af _ z-H ^ z^-t-z+l ,
(l*z+z^)(l+z+z^+z^) 1+z+z^ 1+z+z^+z^
9
Thus 9 it Is easily seen that
Substituting these results In equation (2), we obtain
Since the first 2n—2 terms of the sum (3) cancel each other
leading the last term, we. have
10
Consider the svaa's a~ ^Ic and gk for {zj <1. 1*
Both-converge to the same sum as
Hence* the




when z| ^ 1* for the expression —>vl as n—>* oo ,
when |z| ^ 1» Q.E.D.





when |z| > !• Consider the sum Thus writing this
11
as 1, 4> z + » z^ • Dividing this sum
through by z® and multiplying throu^ by z*' « ifs havs
n
z^d + JL 1 + 1 + .
z z*^ z-^ z
Thus
z z“(l ♦ JL + -1 + -1- -4-)
z‘
(1 -Ir Z + Z^ -Ir z“j.
ao







Since 4. and y - ^ ■ both converge to the same limit
A., y
as n—►+ 00 when |z] > 1, namely
z-1
12
Therefore, It follows that
11m
z{l-z)^




when Izl > 1* Q.£*D«
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY
We have seen from Chapter I the condition necessary for
uniform convergence Is that given ^>0, there exists a pos¬
itive Integer H « N(6}» such that the |Sq(s) - S.(z)|< ^ for
all n > H and z belongs to a region G« Thus we see that
uniform convergence Is defined on a set whereas convergence
Is defined at a point*







, when I z|
/w / •■ XI ^ i V(1«>2 ) (l-*2 )
- , when I z |
z(l-z)
have with the theory of imiform convergence*
< 1
> 1
It has been shown previously that this series converges
for all z, such that |z| ^ 1 and jz[> !• But outside of the
regions |z| < 1 and |zt > 1* we have divergence of this series
Thus we see that the series
OO
E n-lz )
converges to a definite sum* when z la restricted to |z|^ 1





convergence of this sequence depends totally on the behavior
_n n«l
of the sums and y , Since both behave similar, we
will consider one*
Observe
liw \ ** 1 S + m •• + + • • • » 1
^ 1-z
k*0
when |z| ^1* This series converges for all z such that [z|^ 1*
Since
converges for all z such that the lz| ^ 1* If z is bound
15
away from 1, then Sq(z) will conTerge uniformly In this region;
l*e«, let P^ 1 and arbitrary. Therefore, Sn(z) converges
uniformly for all z, such that jz]^/^
Since the sequence converges uniformly for all z
such that 1*1 ^ /. we have that Sn{z) converges uniformly to
^ when j z I P, for 1*
converges for all z such that the |z|> 1* Bat convergence of
this sequence depends wholly on the behavior of the sum
Since this sum converges for all z such that the
iz| > 1, iSn(z} converges for all z such that {zj ^ 1.
It P> X and if \z\^y P , then Sn(z) converges uniformly
Xa \%\^ P • For the sequence
Knopp, Theory of Function. Hew York, |1945I > P« 72.
and 1
16
■converge# uniformly for all z such that the \z\^
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